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from that
no flat daylight outside
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retelling the story
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no deal no door no doubt leveraged
no steel-grey evenings
second only to their adjective.
from here
to chainsmoking downspout bootleg,
nor waiting
gnats the television pulse.
the
enclosed basalt,
bruised road slippery movine
larva moose
runaway snakes along.
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Isabelle Pelissier (NOTEBOOK, 2004)
THINK HAIKU
ACT LOWKU
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Pharoah Sanders - High Life [Wisdom Through Music] 1972
Much like his previous Impulse! LP, Black Unity, this 1972 offering finds Sanders and his group
weaving together cosmic musical mood collages in front of which the occasional solo peaks out.
What makes this record so unique is the strong emphasis on song over solo.
Pharoah sings out soulfully as members of the band join their voices together in an all male
gospel chorus, creating an African-flavored call and response dynamic that lends weight to the
album's two message-songs, "Love Is Everywhere" and "Selflessness." Throughout the record,
chanting voices float over the music, calling to the spirits.
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Tom Orange
Like "stint," "slight" performing verbal labor with three common letters. The classic Beat-inflected
noun stack of "bell doom zenith." See also CC's celebrated "constellation" poem "ounce code
orange" (from Space)

like noun orange
stint stack
of slight bell
performing doom
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e no lipp interplanetary eryy eryy rocket number 9 uise eryy
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r wa lipp interstellar d ro eryy interplanetary

Trumpeter Phil Cohran later remembered the reaction Space Loneliness got when played on a
local radio station;
"When we played it on the radio in 1960 a woman called up the station. She said, 'It sounds like
something that crawled up from beneath the earth and died when it reached the sunlight.'"
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from the Spineless & Stapled Blog
Georgakas was a founding member of Black Mask - Weissner was a member of Georgakas'
Creative Vandals group as well as the publisher of the still underappreciated Panic Press, the
imprint under which which this manifesto was published. The format and printing of the book
differ from the other Panic Press products, or for that matter any other books I've seen from the
period. The text is dittoed, rather than mimeographed, on thin and fragile orange paper. The
faintness of the ditto printing almost seems fetishized, placed in stark contrast to the stark
silkscreen portraits, two of which are place within the text.
The manifesto takes the form of a dialogue, largely between Weissner and Georgakas. "This is
the shock of recognition of all global hipsters!! ..: This Is The
Intergalactic-Supernebulae-Beyond-Timespace-UBER-Everythingkeit : GEIST!!! the word. . . "
Georgakas, Dan & Carl Weissner, Frederike Poessnecker. Manifesto for the Grey Generation.
Heidelberg: PANic, 1966.

Jim Leftwich December 29, 2014 at 3:08pm ·
via Gleb Kolomiets
HTML version was released 14 issue of the journal "the word" (Word/Synapse).
14th issue of the magazine "Word"-a special project, developed in cooperation with the
American magazine "Synapse". Its editor, artist and publisher of Ol′har Lindsann (Olchar
Lindsann) this time with us otbiralproizvedeniâ for publication. The "dual" issue is to show a
wide range of forms and the art that defines itself through conflict with official and commercial
lines.
http://slova.name/slova-synapse-14/index.html has published the following authors: Tom
Cassidy/Tom Cassidy John Bennett/John m. Bennett David Shiro/David Chirot Carlo/Carlo Bugli
Bugli Billy Bob Beamer/Billy Bob Beamer Willi Melnikov/Willy Melnikov Agam Agam Andreas
Andreas/Reid/Reed Altemus Aivan Al′temus Arguèlles/Ivan Argüelles Edward Nikolai
Kulemin/Edward Kulemin Jim Leftvič/Jim Leftwich Chris Bradley/Bradley Chriss Vil′hajm
Catastrophes/Wilheim Katastrof Judith c./Judith v. Alan Reed/Alan Reed Edition PDF version 14
rooms is planned for January the year 2015.
Translated by Bing



TLPs from mOnocle-Lash
ed. Olchar Lindsann
http://monoclelash.wordpress.com/tlps/

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

Tacky Little Pamphlets, 8-pg, 5.5″ x 4.25″ booklets, made from a single sheet of double-folded &
stapled sheet, uncut so that you can have the pleasure of slitting it open yourself, or peering into
it slantways. Ask for any combination of four for $1.00, or ask for a surprise.

To appease in advance any Tacky Little Purists, we’ll note that this series technically includes
other variations–multiple sheets, single-folded pamphlets, etc. In practical terms, these are all
short, sweet, and a quarter a pop.

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

4 TLPs for $1.00 (Specify titles in note, or take the luck of the draw)

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

Two Micro-Essays: ‘Notes on Organising Events’ and ‘On Feminism in Utopian and Marxist
Socialism’, by Olchar E. Lindsann. Two tiny essays in 7 tiny pages.

or FREE DOWNLOAD

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

‘The Fairest Death’ & ‘Fanaticism’, by Philothée O’Neddy. trans. by Olchar Lindsann & John
Payne. Two poems by one of the co-founders of the seminal Bouzingo group (c. 1830-1834):
very early avant-garde poetry on themes of revolution, regicide, suicide and friendship. With a
brief biographical notice.
or FREE DOWNLOAD

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

‘Nox’ & ‘Bleeding Shoe’, by Olchar Lindsann. Two poems.

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

War Storm (TLP-RPG #1), by Warren Fry.



Fight the vicious Glandelinian army as one of the heroic Vivian Girls, in this tiny game based on
the world created by Henry Darger. The first in a series of TLP-RPGs: 8-page mini-role-playing
games with minimal rules & character-generation, experimental systems, and a lot of room for
play.

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

VEGETALIA by David Beris Edwards  An action-packed, Oberiu-esque mini-teleplay by the
sublunarly-acclaimed (sir) David Beris Edwards. In partnership with Mouse Milk Press.

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

Dada n’est rien ed. Tomislav Butkovic  A French language mini-[Anti-]primer on Dada, with work
by Hausmann, Ball, Hennings, Picabia, Tzara, Duchamp, plus a quiz and other embellishments
by Butkovic. from [Pro]-[Anti] Press.

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

BOUZINGO ANTI-TRANSLATIONS, #1 – 6 from the Kohoutenberg Institute for Research and
Application

Homophonic, google-skewed, and alinear anti-translations from our colleagues in
Kohoutenberg. Retorico Unentesi, Feito Zahlt, Augen Konne, and Poss Facrienci show us what
the Bouzingo might be writing if they’d come to age in the early 21st rather than early 19th
Century avant-garde. There will eventually be scores of these handy little volumes, which can
serve among other things as quasi-previews of the more straightforward translations yet to
come from the Bouzingo project. The first volumes to appear are:

#1: Three Poems by Petrus Borel: Insulation; Dreaming; Song Li. trans. by Retorico Unentesi.

#2: Five Poems by Aloysius Bertrand: A Victor Hugo; To Mr. Charles Nodier; A David,
Stationary; Departure For the Sabbath; Another Spring. trans. by Feito Zahlt.

#3: Three Poems by Petrus Borel: In Case of Fire on the Market; Sadness; Sacred Gasoline
Humongous as Parthenon. trans. by Augen Konne.

#4: Four Poems by Alysius Bertrand: The Alchemist; Jean of Tilles; The Scholar of Leyden; The
Round in the Chamber. trans. by Feito Zahlt.



#5:Five Poems by Alysius Bertrand: Salamander; The Tour of Nestles; The Volatility Gambler;
Bibliophile; Moonlight. trans. by Feito Zahlt.

#6: Two Poems by Philothée O’Neddy: Necropolis; Same Trouble. trans. by Poss Facrienci.

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

A set of TLPs originally created by visiting guests of the 2012 Marginal Arts Festival to introduce
themselves to the Roanoke community.

#1: C. Mehrl Bennett, MSCL. (cover w/Ficus Strengulensis)

#2: John M. Bennett, Fingered Toad.

#3: Tomislav Butkovic (Untitled). w/[PRO]-[ANTI] Press.

#4: Musicmaster (Untitled).

#5: Shelly Smith, Symbols.

#6: Reid Wood, Look Inside.

***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***~~***

Carl Weissner, “The Anti-Environment of the Cut-Up Authors,” introduction to Weissner, ed., Cut
Up, Joseph Melzer Verlag, Darmstadt, 1969. Translated by Matthias Penzel and posted by
RealityStudio on 22 June 2012.
The cut-up writers agree with those for whom the only purpose left for writing is to lead to other
forms of expression and understanding. Each writing technique only makes sense if it
systematically questions the linear structure — inherited, taken for granted, and unexamined —
on the “screen in our heads” (Gysin) and pushes for its transformation or destruction. The
commitment of the cut-up writers is to contribute to the enhancement and enlightenment of the
new landscape of consciousness in the electronic age. They are also committed to questioning
the enormous mechanisms of coercion behind official “information” and literature, e.g. inherent
control functions that use narcotization and manipulation to immobilize the reader/listener in
rigidly determined systems of thought and action.
The message of resistance in Burroughs’ writings is clear and simple: “Shift linguals… Free
doorways… Cut word lines… Photo falling… Word falling… Break Through in Grey Room…”
[Nova Express]



And following the Breakthrough in the Grey Room there will have to be a systematic survey of
the mind to see what new ground has been gained.
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So Who Owns Death TV?
San Francisco: Beach Books 1967, small pamphlet in white wrappers stapled at top, this copy
of the “first state” of issue with 50¢ price, one of 3,000 printed. Maynard & Miles A13a. A
collaboration with Carl Weissner and Claude Pelieu. A variant printing of some 200 copies has
black wraps with white lettering and is scarce.
_____ the so-called “second state” with price of 75¢ inside the white wrapper. This variant not
listed in Maynard & Miles.
_______ 1967, second edition adding four pages of collage photos to the text, in wraps with 75¢
price, one of 3,000 copies. Maynard & Miles A13b.



Birmingham UK: TOPY Heart [n.d. 1988?], a piracy from England, printed in b&w and lacking
photo of Claude Pélieu, cheap photocopy folded and stapled.
Reality Studio
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billybobbeamer@aol.com1:23 AM (22 hours ago)
happynewyear

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:31 AM (22 hours ago)
to Bill
happy new year to you too!
nice looking bath to start off the new.

2011 = 181 playhouse sets
2012 = 350 playhouse sets
2013 = 171 playhouse sets
2014 = 445 playhouse sets



1147 total so far.

i'm not sure what to think.
but we will carry on. definitely.

i'm pretty sure we are making our point
...   ...

...

On Thu, Jan 1, 2015 at 1:23 AM, <billybobbeamer@aol.com> wrote:
>
> happynewyear

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:34 AM (22 hours ago)
to Bill
i just stumbled across this a little earlier tonight
http://www.onedit.net/issue2/5PICT0017.html

THINK HAIKU
ACT LOWKU

got it. i'll get on it.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

11:43 AM (12 hours ago)
to me
yes!and thanks...bathbatch...

some soap bubbles in there!

billybobbeamer@aol.com

11:49 AM (12 hours ago)
to me
really nice!some great stuff...will have to look up her story
looks to be in contention with art..or in that direction
but w/out malice
another who levels--but enlivens!--the playing field
whatever the intention



was interested in story of scrap artist, judith scott

...i think i sent you something that included her...anyway
while on my mind--here here

http://creativegrowth.org/artists/judith-scott/

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:40 PM (9 hours ago)
to Bill
bath, yes, really nice bath
http://www.crystalinks.com/voynich_manuscript613c.jpg

also the best batch yet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyTtkqM8Me8

you did send me a link to judith scott's work, nice
"In the eighteen years Judith made her work she never repeated a form or color scheme."



Attachments area
Preview YouTube video Captain Beefheart - Best Batch Yet
Captain Beefheart - Best Batch Yet

billybobbeamer@aol.com

10:01 PM (2 hours ago)
to me
yes and Yes!
what is the line..? ''we dont have to suffer with [?] the best batch yet...''
that reframes a lot...

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:22 PM (48 minutes ago)
to Bill
Doc At The Radar Station
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLB14FAA3ADB0C69FD

We don't have to suffer, we're the best batch yet
Baked in special
White flesh waves to black

You might think this is the finest pearl
But it's only cardboard balls
Seamed in glue
Overwhelming technique
Done t' diligence
It's all happening from the inside, you say?
Done from the inside
Where it barely shows on the outside
It's remarkable

I think this is the best batch yet
We don't have to suffer, we're the best batch yet
Baked in special, we're the best batch yet
White flesh waves to black



You might think this is the finest pearl
But it's only cardboard balls
Seamed in glue
Overwhelming technique
Done through diligence
It's all happening from the inside, you say?
Done from the inside
Where it barely shows on the outside
It's remarkable

I say…
I think this is the best batch yet
We're baked in special, we're the best batch yet
We don't have to suffer, we're the best batch yet.

http://www.beefheart.com/doc-at-the-radar-station-discography/

Album overview from Graham Johnston

Captain Beefheart and the Magic Band sound extremely vexed about something on much of this
album and are at their most abrasive and bitter. The sprightliness of the previous album has
gone, replaced with a need to berate those who “used me like an ashtray heart”.

The lightest moment comes with Dirty Blue Gene which rollocks along with a sponge on the end
of the spring in its step, although still castigating the song’s subject for her genetic meanness.
There is betrayal and disappointment everywhere on Doc where even the finest pearls are really
just cardboard balls. And if you’re me and have built a website all about Don Van Vliet you’ll not
be able to listen to Sue Egypt’s scolding of “all those people who ride on my bones” without a
pang of self-awareness and awkward shame.

Two years before Beefheart’s final album and retirement from the music industry, it’s no surprise
in retrospect if this is how he was genuinely feeling.

Of course, it’s marvellous stuff – commonly regarded as the finest moment from his final trio of
albums. The band are exceptional – the immense shocking power when they roar in at the
beginning of Sheriff Of Hong Kong is pulverising.

A tonic if you’re feeling miffed and an ally if you’re feeling misunderstood or mistreated;
sometimes the best thing to do is to rage along with the indignant howling agony of Doc At The
Radar Station and love every minute of it.



billybobbeamer@aol.com

11:34 PM (36 minutes ago)
to me
'' tonic if you’re feeling miffed and an ally if you’re feeling misunderstood or mistreated''
that spans a lifetime...

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:36 PM (34 minutes ago)
to Bill
he thought folks generally didn't get what he was trying to do, and he was getting more than a
little sick of it all. two years after this recording he left the music scene for good and spent the
rest of his life as a reclusive painter.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

11:44 PM (26 minutes ago)
to me
http://www.beefheart.com/art/

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:54 PM (16 minutes ago)
to Bill
It was a Captain Beefheart concert for the eyes, or in his own words, “I’m painting the stuff I
played.”
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Tim Keane, Ray Johnson: The Zen Master of the Social Network
http://www.utne.com/media/ray-johnson-zm0z14wzsau.aspx#axzz3NkB70cpT

The multimedia letters in Not Nothing eliminate boundaries separating poetry, prose, drawing,
and collage. In their parody of bureaucratic diction, in their miscellaneous observations, and in
their crazy-quilt graphics, these letters unfold without any logic or cogently expressed purpose.
The letters drop random threads and pick them up later. Or they don’t. They reiterate cryptic
requests, spiral into carefully typed logorrhea, and end abruptly. Surrounded by clip art that
ranges from cartoons to how-to-manuals to product labels, Johnson’s text shifts into styles that
include diary entries, testimonials, asides, copy edits, gossip, intended typos, and cataloging.
Concealing meaning behind complicated written and visual assemblages, Johnson calls
attention to letter-writing’s artifice and to the medium’s lack of transparency. He anticipates the
inevitable misinterpretations and confusions on the part of the recipient. Even the most patient
reader will flip back and forth among the letters in Not Nothing, as surely original recipients did,
wondering, “Who is this letter writer and what the hell is he going on about?”

The grande dame of The Living Theater, actress and writer Judith Malina, astutely tells of how
Johnson both, “simplified and complicated reality” through his art, leading her at times to wonder
if he was the real thing, or a con man, or an autistic genius, or all of the above.

Johnson co-opted Allan Kaprow’s theatrical “happenings” and renamed them “nothings.” In one
such event, Johnson’s eager invitees showed up to find that the host was absent, that no staged
production was ever going to commence, and that the collective befuddlement and unexpected
camaraderie among the gatherers constituted the “nothing”—the medium as a purely
unadulterated message.
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Olchar Lindsann
from his Arthurian Epic, in progress

1
o weep, weep, for Constantine :birth-bound S,ire of Brythons
for he weeps alone.
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Sin,ging Glut-Blade
for he weeps alon.e
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Ward of Un,begettings
for he weeps alo.ne
o weep, weep, for Constantine :of the sundim t,ower
for he weeps al.one
in avalon



2
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Piger,adamic Mould
for he weeps a.lone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Thyrsic Spear of Gene,ration
for he weeps .alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Initial of the Sign,ifed Seed
for he weeps. alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Desp,oiler of Archonic Edens
for he weep.s alone
in avalon
3
o weep, weep, for Constantine :M,ask of the Pale Monad
for he wee.ps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :glowrin,g Sol-Helm
for he we.eps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Emblazoned with Just,ice
for he w.eeps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :of the Cliff-Hung Cour,t
for he .weeps alone
in avalon
4
o weep, weep, for Constantine :garnished with p,ungent laurels
for he. weeps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Bristling Ox of the ,,,Shield-Wall
for h.e weeps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Stoi,c Scribe of eht Ages
for .he weeps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Slake,r of the Blood of Rome
for. he weeps alone
in avalon
Chorus
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Para,gon of Frekest Thanes
fo.r he weeps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Vessel of Calliop,e
f.or he weeps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Her,oic Voice of Peoples
.for he weeps alone
o weep, weep, for Constantine :Out,cast Parnassian
for he weeps alone.
in avalon
,dead.
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____________________

eht period is a spell.
c,as,t aga.in,st de,at,h.
as. in. at.
eht.

____________________

for he weeps alone.
for he weeps alon.e
for he weeps alo.ne
for he weeps al.one
for he weeps a.lone
for he weeps. alone
for he weep.s alone
for he wee.ps alone
for he we.eps alone
for he w.eeps alone
for he .weeps alone
for he. weeps alone
for h.e weeps alone
for .he weeps alone
for. he weeps alone
fo.r he weeps alone
f.or he weeps alone
.for he weeps alone
for he weeps alone.



Eric Hoffman
from An Examination of Louis Zukofsky - Part Two
http://www.mentalcontagion.com/mcarchive/examinations/examinations0508.html

From "A-22":

Ox world needs put on
the Furniture of a Horse . . .
who can make Shadows, no
thanks to the Sun? 4 tones
teen blood's tide to think
or panser, dress wounds or
groom.

What is a reader to make of the above lines? Even with Pound's Cantos, a dense work if there
ever was one, armed properly with encyclopedias, history books, French and Italian poetry and
a Sanskrit and Chinese dictionary, one could, in time, come to grasp the poem's many allusions
and dense, multi-layered meanings. Yet with Zukofsky, it is clear that no such library exists; if it
does, the meaning is absent of context to such an extent that a reader would not know the first
place to look for a meaning. The words seem random, almost nonsense. No doubt there
appears to be meaning there; the poems make syntactical sense, much in the same way that
Chomsky's "Colorless green ideas sleep furiously" is syntactically correct. Hugh Kenner is
correct in his estimation that scholars would be "elucidating" the poem well into the "22nd
century," but whether or not any courageous scholar with copious free time will be able to create
a guide to the poem as Carroll Terrell did with the Cantos, who can say? Perhaps the only clear
result of these last sections of "A" is Zukofsky's development of the five-word-per-line poetic
structure, utilized in his 80 Flowers, to have been published on the poet's eightieth birthday in
1984; it was eventually published in an extremely limited edition the year of his death.
Consisting of eighty-one poems, it makes the last books of "A" seem somewhat clearer, by
contrast:

Wild time liveforever horsethyme ice
by shard green red-purple thyrse
shadowed stone or a flurry
troth orpine kin acre yellow-red
mossy stonecrop love-entangle your kind's
roof houseleek old-man-and-woman who woo
thatch song quicksilver cold would
won't know All sedum no



This is the poem in its entirety. The eighty-one page book 80 Flowers notably inspired a
400-page book of criticism by Michelle Leggot titled Reading Zukofsky's 80 Flowers; she only
interprets sixty or so.
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highway breakfast
conjunction sense through chances
par,ticles and what version
was a
big turtle or coyote
monumental mental precise environments
source emerges
job width with supported
the allegory become much
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railroad intricacy democratic commodification
discrete major keys in
regional clue
dingbats several decline establishing
signifier can slant lyric
was spe,aking
clarity editing the spelling
restaged indeterminate recommended among
th accusers
tumult turned turned on
a necessary immediacy turmoil

Clark Coolidge (2001)
‘Non-referential,’ that was the word. I thought that was hip in the 60s. But years later people
would always ask me, ‘What do you mean by non-referential?’ I finally had to admit that I don’t
think there is any such thing. Words all refer to something. Even fragments of words tug the
word that they’re part of back into existence, or want to attach to another word.

the allegory become much was a tumult turned turned on
big turtle or coyote clarity editing the spelling
monumental mental precise environments
are probably poems list th accusers
center uprisings beast intertwined
highway breakfast a necessary immediacy turmoil
conjunction sense through chances
par,ticles and what version was spe,aking
source emerges signifier can slant lyric
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provide sauce surrounds two suit doors for the
prying apart adage dueling hamburgers
immersive intervention visual ant devil Philippines
dance beige-dance dance west worships socks workshops
transient spoon pork study immediacy to procure advisory nor
social securit worbk they fail from the soup of careers
stealth mundane thirsty tooth if elf sleeks
from elks they expect them we knew awardees wanders
premise abalone left hand attic on cornet talus
gulp-chip stranded oranges 15-bean routine
reallocation radiation unfolds restrictions upcoming
anticipating spaace verbatim Phoenix of Consciousness
beyond technical antithought taoist
positional margins quilt shipbuilding serenities
undergone fact-specific radio intermixed with rug grex lightbox
are not brief rivers salvaged
mode styles flow media they reinvent their
demarcating inside systems the proposed circumstantial contexts
collage-itself also utilized uncoiled for fallow meanings
ex ae ah ah ae ex ae ex ae ah ah ae ex ae
soiled late-night reciprocal oozes of the sun.
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